HOW TO ASSEMBLE

Sitha’s Taboret
#880019
BEST Artist’s Materials - A Richeson Co. - Kimberly, WI - Phone: 1-800-233-2404 - www.richesonart.com
Height & tray adjustments
unlock easily, yet lock
into place & stay locked
because of the Wedgelok System. The metal
plate features wedge-cut
edges that conform to
the wedge-cut sections
of the hardwood. When
the knob is tightened, the inward tension pulls the
metal plate snugly against the wood for a solid lock.
Slide Guides make angle
and height adjustments
on Best easels smooth.
These circular graphite
impregnated plastic
inserts are used wherever
there is a slot in the
wood of the easel. This
part allows for smooth movement and protects the
hardwood from the metal bolt.
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Taboret Assembly
1.) Take Sitha’s Taboret out of the box
(We would recommend assistance if possible).
Do not open the top shelves until
folding wing supports are attached!
The hinged shelves will break off if
support wings are not attached first.
2.) Locate hardware and folding wing
supports (triangular shaped pieces of
wood). The wing supports and the side
of Sitha's Taboret have already been
predrilled and fitted for two screws, so
all you need is a Phillips screwdriver to
mount the supports. If predrilled holes
don't match up at first, switch sides.
3.) The bottom of the taboret has
predrilled holes for the four casters.
Mount these and you will be all set.
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